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‘have’, simple present tense

داشتن
Earlier in Unit Two, you encounted the present tense of the verb داشتن ‘to 
have’ in the first and second persons ‘I’ and ‘you’.  

Knowing that the present stem of the verb داشتن is -دار, can you fill in the 
rest of the forms in the table?  

 
داشتن مصدر

زمان حال ساده
جمع مفرد شخص

ما من شخص اول
شما تو شخص دوم

آنها او شخص سوم

LANGUAGE NOTE

Kinship Words

The words   عروس  and  داماد  have two meanings in Persian. They can 
mean bride and groom, or daughter-in-law and son-in-law. 

LANGUAGE NOTE
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Comparatives of Adjectives

In Persian, comparatives are formed by adding تر  to the end of an 
adjective.  The Persian suffix  تر  works just like the English suffix -er to 
signal the comparative form of an adjective.  What were the comparative 
forms you encountered in the text you just read about Ali and Amir? 

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

ِاضافه
In English the possessive marker (-’s) signals an owner relationship 
between two nouns. For example, in the phrase ‘bride’s dress’, 
-’s indicates that the dress is owned by or belongs to the bride.  In 
Persian, this same relationship is marked by ِاضافه (/e/), as in لباِس عروس .   
Read the text again and add the ِاضافه  where needed.

LANGUAGE NOTE

 Colors

The Persian words for colors are derived from an object of that same 
color.  For example by adding  ی   to  آب  'water' this noun becomes the 
adjective  آبی   'blue'.  What word do you think  پرتقالی  'orange' derives from?

LANGUAGE NOTE

Superlative 

You are already familiar with the comparative form of adjectives 
in Persian, (i.e., by adding  ین- to the end of any adjective you get its 
comparative form).  If you want to get the superlative form of an 
adjective, you add ین- to the comparative form.  For example, کوچکتر  
(younger/smaller) plus ین- becomes کوچکترین  (youngest/smallest). 
What would the superlative form of بزرگتر   be?

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE
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Talking about an individual’s Weight

In the Iranian culture, calling someone چاق (‘heavy’ or ‘fat’) does not sound 
as unpleasant as it may to an American ear.  On the contrary, calling 
someone الغر (‘thin’) is undesirable.  Instead of الغر , it’s  more common to 
use باریک (‘slim’).  This is a good example of how you cannot translate words 
from one language to another without taking cultural context into account.

PERSIAN VERSION

The Plural Marker ان
The words چشمان  , چشم differ from  لبان and , ابروان   ,  , ابرو 
and لب, in that they end with the suffix ان- that signals 
plural.  The ان-  plural form of nouns is often encountered 
in formal writing. In casual conversation, however, as  سوسن  
مریم ها  did, it is customary to pluralize words with  ساسان    -.

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

بخش اول
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Education and degrees

The names of degrees in Persian are taken from French.  A high school 
diploma is called  دیپُلم  /diplom/.  A college degree is called لیسانس   
/leesaans/.  A doctoral degree is called  ُدکترا  /doktoraa/.  

PERSIAN VERSION

Question Intonation

Notice that questions are asked by using the same word order 
as a statement, but with different intonation:

شما ُمعِلم هستید؟
شما ُمعِلم هستید.

 
Pay special attention to the different intonation patterns that you 
hear and practice reproducing them.

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE
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بخش دوم

What do you do?

Here are some phrases you can use to ask someone about his or her 
job. In formal conversations you ask:

  چه کار می کنید؟            یا         شغل شما چیست؟

And in casual conversations, you ask:

 چه کاره هستی؟  \ هستید؟ 

Look at چه کار می کنید؟  . The verb used in this question is a two-word or
compound verb.  A compound verb is one that consists of a verbal ele-
ment and a non-verbal element.  In کار کردن the noun کار ‘work’ is the 
non-verbal element, whereas کردن  ‘to do’  is the verbal element. 

In conjugating compound verbs, the non-verbal element remains the 
same, whereas the verbal element is conjugated to show person and 
number.  In the chart that follows, you have been given the second-per-
son singular of this verb.  Can you fill in the rest of the table? 

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

کار کردن     Infinitive/مصدر
  Present /حال     Tense/زمان

Plural/جمع Singular/مفرد    Number/شماره
First person/اول شخص 

 دوم شخص/Second person تو کار میکنی
 Third person/سوم شخص 
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بخش دوم

Simple Past Tense

If you drop the  ن -  from the infinitive form of a verb, you will have the 
past tense stem of that verb.
  
Example:
داشتن < داشت                             

Add personal endings to this verb stem (except for the 3rd person sin-
gular) and you have conjugated it in the simple past tense.

Example:

“To have” past tense:
داشتم    داشتیم
داشتی    داشتید
 داشت     داشتند

Notice that the 3rd person singular form of a verb in the simple past 
tense does not take a personal ending and is exactly the same as the 
past tense stem of the verb.  

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

Email Greetings

In Ali’s letter to Mohammad, did you notice that the letter began 
with the informal greeting  چطوری؟  Actually, it seems as if the . سالم 
writer is speaking to the reader and not writing to him.  چطوری؟ سالم     
can be compared to ‘What’s up?’  or ‘How’s it going?’ in English. 

As mentioned in Unit 1, جان  (/*joon/ in colloquial pronunciation) is a term of 
endearment and is similar to ‘dear’. However, it should only be used in address-
ing people you know well and with whom you have an informal relationship.

In addition, you can see a common taarof expression at the closing of the 
letter. This is قربانت that roughly translates to ‘sincerely’. You may come 
across قربانت in other contexts where the phrase may have a different mean-
ing.  Regardless, it will always be used to signal appreciation of some sort.

PERSIAN VERSION
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بخش دوم

گوش شیطان کر 
 which literally means “May the devil go deaf,” is actually ,گوش شیطان کر 
the equivalent of “Knock on wood” in English. 

Why do you think this phrase is used in the letter? Would you use such a 
phrase in the same context? 

JUST FOR FUN

Past Tense - ‘to like’   دوست داشتن 
-is com داشتن is also a compound verb.  In this case, the verb  دوست داشتن 
bined with the noun   دوست to mean ‘liking’ or ‘to like’.  See if you can 
conjugate this verb in the present tense, the 2nd person singular form 
has been provided:

As noted, the past tense stem of a verb can be found by dropping ن - from 
its infinitive form.  Then by adding the personal endings to the end of 
this stem the verb can be conjugated for each person in the past tense. 

In the table below, the past tense forms of  دوست داشتن  for the 1st and 3rd 
person singular have been filled in. Can you fill in the rest of the tables?

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE
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بخش دوم

‘PC’ in hiring someone in Iran

From the want ads, you have learned that there is at least one type 
of qualification that employers in Iran can set for possible applicants 
without any legal ramifications. This stipulation is  جنسیت  (gender). 
 
Keep your eyes open for what Americans might consider 
‘politically incorrect’. Think about why something legal or illegal 
in one society may be the opposite in another. Make note of such 
differences as they can help you in interacting with native speakers.

PERSIAN VERSION

Compound Verbs

Just as in English, there are many compound verbs in Persian. In Ali’s 
daily activities you came across some more compound verbs. These were: 

بیدار شدن – دوش گرفتن – صبحانه/ نهار/ شام خوردن – کار کردن –استراحت کردن
                                                                                       نگاه کردن - برگشتن

Can you identify the verbal element in these compound verbs?

As you notice, unlike all others, in  گشتن the non verbal element is  بر 
 a preposition as opposed to a noun.  Look at the conjugation of , بر 
گشتن  .for the 3rd person singular and plural (in the present tense)  بر 
See if you can complete the table for the other persons.  

LANGUAGE NOTES
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بخش دوم

SPEAKING VS. WRITING

Compound Verbs

In this lesson you came across several compound verbs for describing 
everyday activities. All of these were in the form of third person singular 
and in the present tense (specifically  می form to show habitual action).

 بیدار می شود، لباس می پوشد، صبحانه می خورد، مطالعه می کند.                   

Remembering the changes verbs undergo in spoken Persian (introduced 
in Unit 1), how do you think the present tense of the verb بیدار شدن   
would be pronounced colloquially?   

^                  @

Past Tense – ‘to be’  بودن    
The past tense of many Persian verbs is quite different from their present  form, very 
much like the English irregular verbs (as in go vs. went). Previously,  the present 

form of  بودن  was reviewed and the difference between  است  and  هست  was discussed. 

Using what you have learned so far about the conjugation of past tense verbs 

in Persian (i.e., deletion of ن- and addition of the personal endings) conjugate 
 .in the past tense  بودن 

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE
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بخش دوم

Past tense – to get, receive  گرفتن 
Setareh’s job history shows you a new verb in the past tense: گرفتم 
(I got). گرفتن is used to talk about receiving degrees and credentials.  
Previously, (Day 1 of module 2) you learned the names of three Iranian 
degrees:  دیپلم،  لیسانس،  دکترا  
One form of گرفتن has been given in the table.  Can you write the past 
tense form of this verb for the other persons ?

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

Helping Verbs

In this lesson, you have become familiar with the names of some of the 
popular leisure activities Iranians enjoy. However, in order to talk about 
these activities, you must know what combination to use. 

For example, in English you play football, basketball, soccer, etc., but 
you go swimming, mountain climbing, fishing, etc.

In Persian, too, you need to pay attention to the second part of the 
verbs that each noun requires.

Here is a review of some of the more common leisure activities:

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE
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 بودن
LANGUAGE NOTE
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 Gifts

سوغات 
It is customary to bring back سوغاتی (gifts) for EVERYONE whenever 
someone takes a trip, whether in or outside of Iran.  Note that the 
meaning of سوغاتی (a Turkish loanword) differs from ‘souvenir’ in 
that it is a gift intended for others. In contrast, the original Latin 
meaning of souvenir is bring to mind and is a gift for oneself. 

PERSIAN VERSION

b-form in Persian

In Persian, the b-form has different functions.  Sometimes, it is used to 
give orders/ directions, when it is called the imperative. Unit 1 contained 
many examples of such usage.  It is also used to talk about the possibility 
of an action.  Then it is called the subjunctive. In the latter case, the b-
form is preceded by another verb (e.g., خواستن ’to want’) and both verbs 
are conjugated.  Using your knowledge of personal verb endings, see if you 
can conjugate the clauses “want to buy” and “want to go” for all persons. 

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

خواستن + خریدن     Infinitive/مصدر
Plural/جمع Singular/شخص   مفرد

می خواهم  بخرم First person/اول شخص 
Second person/دوم شخص 

 Third person/سوم شخص 

خواستن + رفتن     Infinitive/مصدر
Plural/جمع Singular/شخص   مفرد

می خواهیم برویم First person/اول شخص 
Second person/دوم شخص 

 Third person/سوم شخص 
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Past tense  / خریدن 
Mr. Ahmadi and his wife used a few past tense verb forms (i.e., 
گرفتن رفتن    when talking to each other. Specifically you heard (خریدن  
the 1st and 2nd person singular form of the verb خریدن.  Can 
you conjugate this verb in the past tense for the other persons? 

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

خواستن + خریدن     Infinitive/مصدر
Past  گذشته زمان

Plural/ جمع Singular/ شخص   مفرد
خریدم First person/ اول شخص 

خریدی Second person/ دوم شخص 
 Third person/ سوم شخص 

Shopping Compliments/Niceties

 قابلی ندارد، بفرمایید، مهمان ما باشید

Compliments or  تعارف  play a major role in everyday life in Iran.  For 
example when the shopping is done and it is time to pay, then تعارف 
begins to be used.  In this situation ندارد  means literally: “It  قابلی 
is worth nothing,” i.e., no need to pay. بفرمایید means “take it and go, 
no need to pay.” باشید ما  .”means “let us treat you (this time) مهمان 
 
All three expressions share the same intended meaning of “no need to 
pay”, and should be taken only as polite تعارف, and nothing more. Being 
able to respond accordingly is appreciated by the native speakers of 
Persian and greatly impresses them.  While there are numerous ways 
to respond to such niceties, one response which may work in most 
such cases is کنم می  ”.or “please, don’t mention it,” or “I insist , خواهش 

PERSIAN VERSION
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کاِر کجاست؟
In the audio you heard the question کجاست؟ کار   , which in the context 
of the dialog means “Where was the dress made?”, the response 
to which was the name of the city سنندج  .  In reading the question, 
remember that there is an extra ezafe vowel, /e/, between کار   
and کجاست  , otherwise the question would mean “Where is work?” 

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

میرود، میخرد، میخورد، سوار میشود 

Four verbs were used in describing Ms. Tehrani’s activities. These were  
 form of می  In unit 1, you learned that the  . میرود ,میخرد ,میخورد ,سوار میشود
verbs can refer to actions taking place right now or in the future. As you 
have noticed in the context of this lesson  می signals the latter (i.e. future 
tense).  Choose one of the verbs mentioned and conjugate its می form.

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

    Infinitive/مصدر
حال / آینده زمان

Plural/جمع Singular/شماره   مفرد
First person/اول شخص 

Second person/دوم شخص 
 Third person/سوم شخص 
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بخش سوم

 Quantifiers

You have already learned the counter (quantifier) تا. In this lesson,
several new counters are introduced for various items (food). These are:

کیسه  ,بسته  ,شانه  ,قالب  ,شیشه.
Note that the counter تا  precedes all of these counters. In this context, 
:has two main functions تا

1) It is a plural marker (like “-s” in English); and
2) it acts both as a plural marker and counter when no other counters 
are present. Example: دو تا آب نبات.
Note that  تا  has this usage as a quantifier only in colloquial Persian!  It 
has some other meanings which will be explained later.

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

الزم داریم ,  باید بخریم  
  1st Person Plural

To discuss the items you need to buy, a verb you can use is الزم  داشتن, 
to need.  

In the table the first person singular and plural form 
of this verb is provided.  Can you fill in the rest of the table? 

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE

)الزم( داشتن     Infinitive/مصدر
حال  زمان

Plural/جمع Singular/شماره   مفرد
الزم دار__ الزم دارم First person/اول شخص 
الزم دار__ الزم دار__ Second person/دوم شخص 
الزم دار__ الزم دار__ Third person/سوم شخص 
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  The suffix  ات- 

As you know, the plural nouns in Persian are formed by adding  ها- or ان- to 
singular nouns.  However, in some Arabic words used in Persian, you will 
see the Arabic plural markers instead. These are: ون، ین ، ات and the plural 
words containing these markers are called مکسر استاد ,.e.g) جمع  .(اساتید  

In nouns that end in a vowel (e.g., سبزی), you may see ات- being replaced 
by جات-.  In the ad you read do you see any other plural noun/s ending in 
 ? -جات

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR NOTE


